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Shoe Inn Automatic Shoe Cover Remover Has Arrived
Shoe Inn automatic shoe cover dispensers have increased efficiency and productivity,
helped prevent contamination, and reduced worker’s comp injuries for years. Now with
the new Automatic Shoe Cover Remover (ASCR), Shoe Inn provides its customers a
complete system.
“While most people focus on the difficulty with putting shoe covers on, Shoe Inn has
long realized that taking them off is problematic as well. We listened to our customers
and have now solved the other half of the equation,” says Jeff Foster, Global Product
Manager.
When designing the ASCR, Shoe Inn considered several things such as physical space,
ability to remove all shoe cover types, and capacity. Ultimately they came up with two
models: the ASCR10 and ASCR33. Both models are highly efficient and effective in
removing the gamut of standard disposable shoe covers that are available.
The ASCR10 is for low to medium-volume usage. This 10-gallon capacity model
combines the canister and motor in one unit. It holds 100 or more disposable shoe
covers, depending on the type of shoe cover used, and can be used with a HEPA filtration
bag.
The ASCR33 is for medium to high-volume usage with a 33-gallon capacity. It offers
HEPA filtration and the canister and motor unit are separate. The canister holds 600 or
more disposable shoe covers, depending on the type of shoe cover used.
“Even companies that don’t use our dispensers should consider using one of our
removers to make taking used shoe covers off faster, easier, safer and cleaner,” Foster
said.
About Shoe Inn
For over 10 years, Shoe Inn’s industry leading automatic shoe cover dispensers and
removers have been making putting shoe covers on and taking them off faster, easier,
safer and cleaner. Shoe Inn’s pioneering dispensers and a wide variety of shoe covers are
used by hundreds of companies and organizations spanning small businesses to Fortune
500 companies world wide in industries ranging from food manufacturing and processing
to pharmaceuticals, biotechnology to energy, aerospace to medical devices, and
everything in between. Even our military uses the Shoe Inn system. Shoe Inn also
carries a range of related products, including sticky mats, disposable gloves, and other
personal protective equipment from today's leading manufacturers. For more information,
call 877-595-7463, e-mail info@theshoecovers.com, or visit
www.ShoeInnShoeCovers.com.

